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ABSTRACT
Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM) is one of the
most promising emerging memory technologies as a poten-
tial replacement for DRAM memory and/or NAND Flash.
Multi-level cell (MLC) ReRAM, which can store multiple
bits in a single ReRAM cell, can further improve density
and reduce cost-per-bit, and therefore has recently been in-
vestigated extensively. However, the majority of the prior
studies on MLC ReRAM are at the device level. The design
implications for MLC ReRAM at the circuit and system lev-
els remain to be explored. This paper aim to provide the
first comprehensive investigation of the design trade-offs in-
volved in MLC ReRAM. Our study indicates that different
resistance allocation schemes, programming strategies, pe-
ripheral designs, and material selections profoundly affect
the area, latency, power, and reliability of MLC ReRAM.
Based on this analysis, we conduct two case studies: first we
compare MLC ReRAM design against MLC phase-change
memory (PCM) and multi-layer cross-point ReRAM design,
and point out why multi-level ReRAM is appealing; second
we further explore the design space for MLC ReRAM.

1. INTRODUCTION
Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies such

as Spin-transfer torque RAM (STT-RAM), Phase-change
Memory (PCM), and Resistive RAM (ReRAM) are con-
sidered as promising replacements for traditional DRAM-
based main memory and NAND Flash storage, due to the
advantages of high density, non-volatility, and zero standby
power from memory cells. Among these memory technolo-
gies, ReRAM has been demonstrated with excellent scala-
bility beyond the 10nm technology node [17] and with the
capability of high density due to multi-level cells (MLC) and
cross-point array structures. In particular, since the MLC
ReRAM memory structure has reliability advantages over
the cross-point ReRAM structure (see Section 2.A), it has
recently been studied extensively.
While many experimental results of MLC ReRAM cells

have been reported, there is still a gap between the device-
level study and system-level design implications. The ma-
jority of the prior studies on MLC ReRAM are at the device
level. The trade-offs in MLC ReRAM memory array design
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and programming strategies still need to be fully understood
to design a better memory subsystem.

In this paper, we first give a brief introduction to ReRAM
technology and the design challenges for MLC ReRAM. We
then demonstrate that different resistance allocation schemes,
programming strategies, peripheral circuitry designs and ma-
terial selections can profoundly affect the area, latency, power
and, reliability of MLC ReRAM. Two programming schemes,
one optimized for write latency and another for low error
rate, are proposed to improve the performance and relia-
bility of MLC ReRAM design. Based on this analysis, we
conduct two case studies. The first one compares MLC
ReRAM design against MLC phase-change RAM (PCRAM)
and cross-point ReRAM design, and the second explores the
design space for MLC ReRAM. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first comprehensive investigation of the de-
sign trade-offs involved in MLC ReRAM memory array de-
sign.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will describe the background of ReRAM

technology including the multi-level switching mechanism of
the cell and the characteristics of retention failure observed
in some ReRAM devices.

2.1 ReRAM Basics
The basic structure of a ReRAM cell is a metal oxide

layer sandwiched between two metal electrodes. The switch-
ing from high resistance state (HRS) to low resistance state
(LRS) is defined as a SET operation while the opposite pro-
cess is a RESET operation.

Projected as a low cost-per-bit memory technology, high
density ReRAM can be improved in many ways: (a) Some
ReRAM technologies exhibit a non-linear relationship be-
tween voltage and resistance. We can leverage this property
to build a cross-point structure with a cell size of 4F 2 and
avoid having a dedicated access device in each cell. On the
flip side, the lack of an access device results in sneak current
and voltage drop problems. Even with a diode access de-
vice implemented in the cross-point structure, the array size
can still be limited by the voltage drop [10]. (b) Another
way to achieve high density is by building multiple layers
stacked on top of each other. Note that this stacking refers
to layers within a single die; 3D stacking of multiple dies
is an orthogonal technique. Two-layer cross-point ReRAM
prototypes have been demonstrated with reliable read and
write operations [6]. While growing arrays in the vertical
dimension increases density, the effective size of an array
is still limited by the sneak current and the voltage drop
problems. (c) Multi-level cells offer another opportunity to
improve ReRAM density. Compared to the multi-layer ap-
proach, MLC relaxes the magnitude of the sneak current
and voltage drop problems. But it requires more accurate
tuning of the analog resistance value of each cell. Thus the
resistance distribution and programming strategies in MLC
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Figure 1: Multi-level switching in ReRAM: (a) H2L
and (b) L2H programming.
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Figure 2: Write-and-verify in H2L programming

can profoundly affect area, latency, and power. Without a
comprehensive model, the cost benefit of MLC over other
approaches is not obvious.

2.2 Multi-level Switching in ReRAM Cell
When a voltage is applied across a ReRAM cell, depending

upon the voltage polarity, one or more conductive filaments
(CF) made out of oxygen vacancies are either formed or
ruptured. Once the CFs are formed inside the metal oxide
to bridge the top and bottom electrodes, current can flow
through the CFs, and the cell is in a low resistance state
(LRS). The larger the size of the CFs, the lower the resis-
tance. Figure 1(a) illustrates the formation of the CFs in
a bipolar ReRAM cell. Conversely, the rupture of the CFs
disconnects the top electrode from the bottom electrode, re-
sulting in a high resistance state (HRS) of the cell. When a
positive current passes through the cell, the oxygen atoms
are knocked out of the lattice and become negatively-charged
oxygen ions. Under a positive electric field, the oxygen ions
will drift towards the anode, leaving corresponding oxygen
vacancies in the metal oxide layer.
Figure 1(a) also shows that the size of the CFs is directly

related to the value of the current, and by changing the
strength of the CFs, we can control the cell resistance. Thus
we can program ReRAM to intermediate levels between the
highest resistance state and the lowest resistance state by
adjusting the programming current.
Programming to intermediate states are often done in

steps, starting from either the highest resistance state (H2L
programming) or the lowest resistance state (L2H program-
ming). This multi-step process, illustrated in Figure 2, helps
tolerate both temporal and spatial process variations.

2.3 Retention Failure in MLC ReRAM
Most emerging NVM technologies such as ReRAM, PCM,

and STTRAM are immune to particle strikes, but they are
still susceptible to transient errors due to other reasons.
For instance, STT-RAM suffers from thermal fluctuations
and PCRAM has both short-term and long-term resistance
drift problems. In ReRAM, unlike the gradual drift seen in
PCRAM, sudden transitions occur in which the resistance
changes abruptly to the highest resistance state (called LRS
retention failure [14,19]) or lowest value (called HRS reten-

Table 1: 3 strategies in allocating 8 resistance levels
(unit: kΩ) ranging from 1kΩ to from 10MΩ

State 111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000

ISO-∆R 1 1430 2860 4290 5710 7140 8570 104

ISO-∆I 1 1.17 1.40 1.75 2.33 3.50 7.00 104

ISO-∆ log(R) 1 3.73 13.9 51.8 193 719 2680 104

Table 2: Metrics of resistance allocation schemes
Metric Minimum ∆I tsense Average Pwrite/b
ISO-∆R 16nA 513ns 0.05mW
ISO-∆I 143µA 13ns 0.31mW
ISO-∆ log(R) 270nA 29ns 0.13mW

tion failure [3]). However, once we reprogram the cell, it
resumes normal operation.

This retention failure is essentially explained by the same
principle as the normal switching behavior of ReRAM. The
key difference between the HRS retention failure and H2L
programming is that the thermal activation that causes the
retention failure is a random process, which occurs very
rarely and requires much longer time than a typical write
operation. The conclusion in [3] indicates that for ReRAM
with a large SET current (> 500µA), strong CFs exist in
the cell and thus only HRS retention failure is observed in
these cells because the ruptured CFs are more like to be
reconstructed. In contrast, for ReRAM with a small SET
current (< 100µA) [19], only LRS retention failure is ob-
served, because weakly formed CFs are more likely to be
ruptured due to the random degeneration of oxygen vacan-
cies in the CFs. The experimental results in [14] confirm
that there exists a reverse linear dependence between the
resistance value of the LRS and the average retention fail-
ure time: tfailure ∝ 1/RLRS. In this work, we considers a
key reliability issue in MLC ReRAM design: after H2L pro-
gramming higher LRS levels are associated with weak CFs
and are vulnerable to LRS retention failure; while after L2H
programming lower HRS levels are associated with strong
CFs and are vulnerable to HRS retention failure.

3. TRADE-OFFS IN MLC RERAM DESIGN

3.1 Trade-offs in Resistance Allocation Schemes
In this section we study the impact of resistance alloca-

tion schemes on noise margin, sensing latency and program-
ming power. Given the minimum resistance, maximum re-
sistance and number of levels required, there are typically
three schemes in determining the resistance values: ISO-∆R
where the resistance is linearly spaced, ISO-∆I where the
read current (inverse of resistance) is linearly spaced and
ISO-∆log(R) where the resistance is geometrically spaced.
Table 1 shows the distribution of resistances in a 8-level
cell for various schemes. The eight resistance levels range
from Rmin = 1kΩ to from Rmax = 10MΩ. In the ISO-∆R
scheme, all the states except ”111” have resistance values
above 1MΩ, limiting the programming current below 1µA
for most of the time. Therefore this scheme is preferred
from the energy standpoint. However, the difference be-
tween the reading current of state ”000” and ”001” is only
16nA, making it challenging to develop sensing circuitry
to identify the state reliably and quickly. In the ISO-∆I
scheme, all the states except ”000” have resistance values
below 10kΩ, maintaining a constant read current difference
(> 100µA) between adjacent states. This scheme enables
fast read speed for all cases but requires a large average
write power during programming. For a fixed power bud-
get, the maximum write throughput is limited by the num-
ber of cells that be programmed at the same. Therefore,
the ISO-∆I scheme is preferred from the sensing point of
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view but incurs high energy overhead. One straightforward
trade-off between sensing latency and programming power is
to choose resistance values with equal interval in log space,
denoted as the ISO-∆log(R) scheme. The resistance values
are then shifted upwards compared to the ISO-∆I scheme,
lowering the average programming power; the read current
difference between adjacent levels increases compared to the
ISO-∆R scheme, relaxing the sensing requirement. More-
over, this scheme also benefits from the observation that
the resistance distribution in MLC spreads is wider as the
resistance value increases [17].
We calculate the write power per bit for the three schemes.

We also simulate the sensing latency in an advanced current-
mode MLC sensing circuitry proposed in [15] using the 22nm
PTM model [20] in HSPICE. As part of the sensing cir-
cuitry, we assume each bitline is connected with 2048 cells.
The results are presented in Table 2. We can see that
the sensing latency tsense of the ISO-∆R scheme is much
longer than that of ISO-∆I and ISO-∆log(R) due to its
much smaller read current difference - 16nA. Among the
three schemes, ISO-∆I has the highest average program-
ming power (0.31mW/b) because of the aforementioned rea-
son. The ISO-∆log(R) scheme is clearly a reasonable trade-
off between sensing latency and average programming power.

3.2 Trade-offs in Programming Strategies
In this section we propose two programming strategies tar-

geted either for performance and energy or reliability. The
fast programming strategy (FPS) is optimized for write la-
tency and energy with reduced reliability. It is devised for a
memory subsystem whose performance is very critical and
can tolerate occasional soft errors. These scenarios include,
but not limited to, the server DRAM main memory where
ECC is typically implemented to correct particle-induced
soft errors. The second option called reliable programming
strategy (RPS) is optimized for extremely low error rate but
it trades-off write latency. It is more suitable for storage sys-
tems where data integrity is of most importance. For exam-
ple, the data in a solid-state disk (SSD) or USB drive may
need to be stored for years. Moreover, even microsecond-
level write latency can be hidden by a large block size in
NAND flash as long as the bandwidth requirements are met.
To explain these policies, consider a 3-bit MLC cell with bits

D2D1D0: D2 is the most significant bit (MSB) and D0 is
the least significant bit (LSB). We use ”111” to represent the
state with lowest resistance and ”000” to represent the state
with the highest resistance.

3.2.1 Fast programming strategy
The idea behind FPS is to reduce the average write la-

tency by choosing either H2L or L2H programming to reach
the target states in as fewer iterations as possible. Fig-
ure 3 shows the steps involved in FPS. Before the actual
programming starts, the current state of a cell C2C1C0 is
first read and compared with the target state T2T1T0 to be
programmed. If they are equal, the programming phase is
skipped. Otherwise it is required to identify whether the
target state is faster to program from the highest resistance
state or the lowest resistance state, which can be simply
achieved by checking the MSB of the target state: T2 = 0
means that the target state is greater than the median value
and we can reach the final state in fewer iterations through
H2L programming. In that case, we first apply a full RESET
voltage across the cell and program it to the highest resis-
tance state. After that, we simply employ H2L programming
to reach T2T1T0. If T2 = 1 then we check if the current state
is already in the lowest resistance state. If C2C1C0 = 111,
we can avoid a dedicated SET operation that set the cell to
the lowest resistance state. Then, we proceed with L2H pro-
gramming to complete the write operation. Note that this
optimization is not adopted before H2L programming. We
do not skip the RESET operation even if C2C1C0 = 000,
since the highest resistance has very wide distribution. It is
critical to RESET it to the maximum resistance value. The
drawback of FPS is that some states may be vulnerable to
retention failure. For example, if T2T1T0 = 110, the final
state is achieved by slightly rupturing the strongly formed
CFs through L2H programming. As discussed in Section 2,
this process can lead to LRS retention failure. In contrast,
if T2T1T0 = 001, weak CFs are reconstructed from the high-
est resistance state through H2L programming, and this can
lead to the HRS retention failure.

3.2.2 Reliable programming strategy
RPS is devised to meet strict retention requirement (i.e.

>10 years). This is done by associating LRS with strong
CFs and HRS with weak CFs (ruptured). Figure 4. In
RPS, a write operation is skipped only if the target state
has low resistance and is also equal to the original cell state;
otherwise a complete RESET operation is performed first.
After that, T2 is checked: if T2 = 1 then H2L programming
is employed to reach the target state (expect for the case
that T2T1T0 = 111 is directly SET by applying a full SET
current pulse). If T2 = 0, in theory, we can either do H2L
programming or we can first performance a SET operation
followed by L2H programming. But both of the approaches
can impact retention. For example, H2L programming will
form weak CFs and can lead to HRS retention failure. On
the other hand, doing a SET followed by L2H programming
results in ruptured strong CFs, which can lead to LRS re-
tention failure. To overcome this, we first define a transient
state which has one-level lower resistance than the target
state, and use H2L programming to first reach the transient
state. This state will have week CFs formed since T2 = 0.
Then we do L2H programming to reach by T2T1T0 rupturing
the weak CFs. By controlling the strength of the CFs in the
programmed state, a stable state is created using RPS.

3.2.3 Monte Carlo Simulations



Table 3: Average iteration count required to switch
from C2C1C0 (left column) to T2T1T0 (top row) in
FPS (upper row) and RPS (lower row)

T (ns) 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111

000
0 3.25 7.93 12.1 14.4 9.52 4.74 10.9

1.01 26.9 22.1 16.3 15.6 20.9 25.8 2.11

001
1.07 0 9.01 13.0 14.6 9.77 4.98 1.13
1.09 2.71 22.2 16.4 15.8 21.1 26.0 2.14

010
1.25 4.33 0 13.5 14.7 9.82 5.04 1.15
1.27 27.4 22.6 16.6 16.0 2.11 2.64 2.16

011
1.31 4.48 9.54 0 15.0 10.1 5.27 1.21
1.34 27.7 22.7 16.7 16.1 21.3 26.5 22.1

100
1.48 4.49 9.69 13.9 0 10.0 5.22 1.17
14.9 27.5 22.1 16.5 0 21.4 26.7 2.18

101
1.49 4.53 9.72 14.0 14.9 0 5.17 1.11
1.49 27.5 22.0 16.3 16.1 21.5 26.8 2.15

110
1.51 4.59 9.78 14.0 14.7 9.78 0 1.05
1.52 27.3 22.0 16.2 16.2 21.5 0 2.09

111
1.52 4.68 9.83 14.3 14.6 9.71 5.05 0
1.52 25.3 20.1 14.3 16.3 21.5 26.9 0

In order to the evaluate the trade-offs in the switching
latency, energy and retention by the two different program-
ming strategies, we conduct exhaustive Monte Carlo experi-
ments using the SPICE compact model of ReRAM proposed
in [4]. The duration of each ISET or VRESET pulse is set to
5ns. We assume ISO-∆log(R) for all experiments. For any
give pair of states - switching from C2C1C0 to T2T1T0, we
perform 1000 Monte Carlo simulations and record the pro-
gramming iteration count. Based on the results in Table 3,
we can calculate the average programming latency and en-
ergy. We can see that most switching in FPS completes in a
few programming iterations. Actually the switching in the
last two digits of a 3b/cell contributes to the major por-
tion of the programming iterations in FPS. Our simulation
results indicate that the iteration count of FPS has an up-
per bound of 16, which is consistent with the reported value
in [15]. In RPS, if C2C1C0 ̸= T2T1T0, writes are faster when
T2T1T0 =000 or 111. In all the other cases, the iteration
count will be larger than 15. The worst-case programming
latency in RPS is about twice that latency in FPS. Assum-
ing equal switching probability between all the states, the
average programming energy of FPS is 14pJ while that of
RPS is 46pJ. Thus, FPS clearly has superior latency and
energy, but it pays the penalty of reduced retention time in
some programmed states. To estimate the retention time of
the resistance state after FPS and RPS, we largely simplified
the flow presented in [19] and did a first-order approxima-
tion of the retention under 150◦ Celsius. In our study, we
found that some intermediates states after FPS show lim-
ited retention time (105 − 107 s) while no retention failure
is observed in RPS under our simulation setup.

3.3 Trade-offs in Circuit Design
In order to better understand the circuit design trade-

offs, we develop a circuit-level model to estimate the area,
timing, dynamic energy and leakage power of MLC ReRAM.
The generic area, timing, and power modeling is derived
from NVSim [2], which is a framework to model different
emerging NVM technologies including PCM, ReRAM, STT-
RAM and Floating-body DRAM (FBDRAM). However, we
made several enhancements to the original models,

• Some circuitry modules in MLC NVMs have differ-
ent requirements from those originally designed for
SLC. For example, the existing sense amplifier model
in NVSim is based on single-step single-reference sens-
ing circuitry, while MLC sensing needs either a multi-
step (sequential) single-reference sensing scheme or single-
step multi-reference (parallel) sensing circuitry. We
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model these modules in an approach compatible with
the previous model.

• MLC NVMs need specialized control circuits to prop-
erly handle their write iterations. We extend the sens-
ing circuit to model this extra overhead, which models
the flow chart in Figure 3 and 4.

• Some ReRAM technologies require a high RESET volt-
age, which can be larger than the core Vdd, and thus
need dedicated charge pump circuitry. For cross-point
ReRAM, the diode in series with the ReRAM cell may
add to operating voltage by 1.8V [6], further increas-
ing the complexity of the charge pump circuits. We
use the model presented in [13] to calculate the area
of the charge pump circuits.

Among circuit design options, the area and latency trade-
offs between sequential and parallel sensing circuitry seem to
be an interesting option to explore. In the sequential scheme,
a single sense amplifier together with multiple latches are
used, as shown in Figure 5(a). Using a 2b/cell read opera-
tion as an example, the enable signals of the three latches
are activated at different time steps t0, t1 and t2 to sample
the output of the sense amplifier at the corresponding time
point. After that, the output of the latches is passed to a
3bit-to-2bit encoder to produce the actual stored informa-
tion of the selected cell. Figure 5(b) shows an alternative de-
sign - the parallel scheme, in which multiple sense amplifiers
associated with different reference voltage levels are imple-
mented. In the first stage, the read current of the selected
cell is first converted to a voltage signal by passing through
an I-V converter. In the second stage, the voltage signal
is connected to the input of three voltage sense amplifiers
and compared with the three different voltage levels simul-
taneously. The parallel sensing scheme reduces the sensing
latency overhead but triples the number of sense amplifiers
in for 2-bit cells.

We demonstrate the capability of our extended model by
estimating the area and latency of a single-level ReRAM
(SLC), a 3b/cell ReRAM with the sequential sensing scheme
(MLC-s) and a 3b/cell ReRAM with the parallel sensing



Table 4: Technology survey of MLC ReRAM
Material TiOx TaOx HfOx WOx CuOx ZrOx

MLC levels 5 4 5 8 5 3
Roff/Ron 1000 1000 > 1000 > 20 > 100 5000

Endurance > 106 > 108 > 108 > 104 - > 102

scheme (MLC-p) for the same capacity. The results are nor-
malized to the SLC ReRAM in shown Figure 6. As we can
see, even though the area of memory cells in MLC ReRAM
is one-third that of SLC ReRAM, the overall area reduction
is only about 40%. This is because the peripheral circuits
do not scale well with the cell size and result in poor area ef-
ficiency [15]. For example, the write drivers and control cir-
cuitry are more complex in MLC than in SLC, and their area
overhead is higher in MLC. Moreover, the area of the charge
pumps stays almost constant from SLC to MLC. In MLC-s,
although the number of sense amplifiers is one-third that of
the SLC cells, the area overhead in additional latches and
timing control circuity prevent the sensing circuitry from
scaling linearly with the number of cells. In MLC-p, each
bitline is associated with 7 sets of sense amplifiers, making
the area of sensing circuitry comparable to that of memory
cells. Figure 6(b) illustrates that the wordline delay and
routing delay in MLC is smaller than SLC due to the re-
duced array size and routing distance, but the read latency
of MLC-s can be almost twice that of SLC. However, MLC-
p has 30% smaller read latency than MLC-s because the
parallel sensing reduces the sensing latency overhead.

3.4 Trade-offs in Material Selection
Many ReRAMmaterial systems, such as TiOx [18], HfOx [8],

WOx [1], TaOx [9], CuO [16], and ZrOx [11] were reported
to be capable of MLC operation. Table 5 summarizes the
state-of-the-art MLC ReRAM metrics in different ReRAM
technologies. There are many trade-offs in speed, power, en-
durance, and uniformity of different ReRAM material sys-
tems. For example, compared to the TiOx-based ReRAM,
the TaOx-based ReRAM has two orders of magnitude higher
endurance but needs a large RESET voltage (> 5V ), and
thus requires a more complex and higher overhead charge
pump. The WOx-based ReRAM has a tight resistance dis-
tribution but small Roff/Ron ratio, favoring the ISO-∆R
scheme. the ZrOx-based ReRAM has a very large resistance
ratio but poor endurance, preventing it from being adopted
in frequently accessed random access memory. Based on this
technology survey, we built a device library in our model and
provided the flexibility of selecting different materials when
exploring the MLC ReRAM design space.

4. CASE STUDIES
In this section we conduct two case studies. The first case

study is to compare the cost per bit of three high-density
memory technologies: 3b/cell ReRAM, 3b/cell PCM and
2-layer cross-point ReRAM. The second case study is to ex-
plore all the trade-offs in designing a 22nm 128Mb MLC
ReRAM macro.
Cost-per-bit is the single most important factor when adopt-

ing a new memory technology for the main memory. We
developed an area-centric cost model based on Nakatsuka’s
work [12]. We update the required input parameters from
IC Knowledge LLC [5], which incorporates industrial DRAM
data of past technology generations and projected data of
advanced 20nm-class DRAM. We model both manufactur-
ing and packaging costs. The manufacturing cost includes
the substrate wafer cost and the fabrication cost. In order to
model the extra fabrication steps in forming NVM cells, we

Table 5: Cell configurations
3b/cell 3b/cell 2-layer
ReRAM PCM Xpoint ReRAM

Access device NMOS NMOS Diode
Cell Size (F 2) 6 8 4
Bit Density (F 2) 2 2.67 2
Max write current (µA) 25 90 25
Single write pulse (ns) 5 80 5
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Figure 7: Cost-per-bit comparisons

decomposes the additional process steps into stack deposi-
tion, isolation, damascene, and more importantly, lithogra-
phy steps. IC Knowledge LLC provides the user interface to
add these extra fabrication process and the tool calculates
the cost overhead automatically.

4.1 Cost-pet-bit Analysis
PCM is another widely explored emerging NVM technol-

ogy. Similar to ReRAM, PCM can either be built in a cross-
point array or 1T1R structure, and also has MLC capabil-
ity [7]. However, PCM requires a larger programming cur-
rent than ReRAM and may use a wider transistor to provide
enough driving current. The cell configurations are listed in
table 5. We assume a DRAM process and design rules when
modeling ReRAM and PCM. The cell-level parameters such
as write current amplitude and pulse width are extracted
from the published literature: for ReRAM we directly used
the values reported in [15]; for PCM we used an aggressive
set of parameters surveyed in [7]. Another critical cell pa-
rameter in cross-point ReRAM is the current density in a
half selected cell and we use 103A/cm2 as reported in [6].

Figure 7 compares the cost-per-bit of the three memory
technologies and normalizes the results to the cost-per-bit
of the 130nm DRAM. As we can see, the cost-per-bit of the
3b/cell ReRAM is higher than that of the 2-layer cross-point
ReRAM in 130nm and 90nm technology nodes, because the
control and sensing circuitry in MLC ReRAM increases the
area compared to the 2-layer cross-point ReRAM. However,
the cost-per-bit of the 3b/cell ReRAM goes below the 2-layer
cross-point ReRAM beyond the 90nm technology node due
to several reasons. First, the wire resistance scales superlin-
early with technology node, resulting in inefficient subarray
size for cross-point ReRAM [10]. This lowers the area effi-
ciency of the cross-point ReRAM and hurts the cost benefit
of multi-layer stacking. Second, the operating voltage added
by the access diode does not scale well with the technol-
ogy node, increasing the complexity and area of the charge
pumps. Third, multi-layer stacking adds extra fabrication
cost and the portion of this part of thecost increases as the
die size shrinks. We can see that in sub-10nm technology
node even the 3b/cell PCM has a similar cost-per-bit as the



Table 6: MLC ReRAM macro design optimizations with different goals
Optimization goal Area Read latency Write latency Read energy Write energy Leakage power

Area (mm2) 0.257 0.336 0.325 0.301 0.356 0.298
Read latency (ns) 55.6 16.1 22.5 31.1 25.7 49.3
Write latency (ns) 320 640 160 640 160 640
Read energy (nJ) 2.53 1.79 1.98 1.41 2.19 2.86
Write energy (nJ) 32.8 85.1 15.6 83.3 4.1 61.7
Leakage power (mW) 563 1120 980 1005 1033 413

Material System HfOx TiOx HfOx TiOx HfOx TaOx

Resistance allocation ISO-∆ log(R) ISO-∆I ISO-∆ log(R) ISO-∆I ISO-∆R ISO-∆ log(R)
Sense amp type Sequential Parallel Parallel Sequential Parallel Sequential
Sense amp placement External Internal Internal Internal Internal External
Programming Strategy RPS RPS FPS RPS FPS RPS
Wordline Voltage Boost No Yes Yes No No No

2-layer cross-point RRAM. In MLC PCM, the charge pump
circuits occupy a significant portion of the die area when the
technology scales. Beyond the 22nm technology node, the
charge pump may occupy 10%∼20% of the PCM chip area.
Thus the difference in cost-per-bit of the MLC ReRAM and
MLC PCM becomes larger as technology scales.

4.2 Design Space Exploration
MLC ReRAM research is still in an early stage and most

studies are focused on the device level. We integrated all
the design options mentioned in Section 3 in our model and
enabled the tool to predict the full design spectrum of a
projected a ReRAM macro given the design parameters, i.e.
number of bits per cell, technology node, capacity, I/O width
etc. Our model helps explore different implementations of
MLC ReRAM and helps make early-stage design decisions
by providing an estimation of cost, performance, and en-
ergy of different MLC designs. Table 6 tabulates the design
space of a 22nm 128Mb 3b/cell ReRAM macro by listing the
details of each design point. As the table shows, different
trade-offs exist between material selections, resistance allo-
cation schemes, programming strategies, sensing and other
peripheral designs for different optimization targets. Based
on this, architectural enhancements can be made by making
the right trade offs for a target application.

5. CONCLUSION
ReRAM is one of the most promising emerging NVM tech-

nologies for next-generation memory/storage subsystems. Com-
pared to multi-layer stacking, MLC offers the opportunity to
further reduce the cost per bit of ReRAM. In this work, we
developed an area, timing, power, and cost model of MLC
ReRAM to study the trade-offs that exist between different
resistance allocation schemes, programming strategies, pe-
ripheral designs, and material selections in MLC ReRAM
design. The model also exposes these trade-offs to facilitate
system-level memory design using MLC ReRAM technology.
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